THE COVID AGE
MARKETING GUIDE

TO NOT JUST
SURVIVE BUT
THRIVE

COMPARISON
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DIGITAL MARKETING
VS. TRADITIONAL
MARKETING
Traditional Advertising
(Radio, Print, TV, Billboard):
-Paying for your advertisement to be
shown to everyone (even people who

Digital Advertising:
-Only paying to show your
advertisement to your target
audience.

are not your target customer)

-Advanced analytics & tracking
-No ability to click, call, or submit info

capabilities to measure reach,

directly to business.

engagement, & demographics.

-No building an audience or furthering
relationships.

-Further relationships build an
audience directly from your
advertisement.

-Attention isn’t drawn to where your
advertisement is placed.

-Your advertisement is in full view of
your audience’s scope of attention.

The average user spends 58 minutes
scrolling on social media per day, are
you making an impression on them?
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Go Where The Attention Is

THE ATTENTION
HAS SHIFTED

ATTENTION STATISTICS
Attention has shifted in 2020 with Covid-19. People are constantly on their
mobile devices, so why not get in front of them when they are actually looking?
Facebook has 2.45 Billion monthly active users.
Two-thirds of American adults use Facebook
65% of all users are under the age of 35
The average user spends 58 minutes scrolling Facebook per day
This is a huge opportunity for your business to get in front of your audience
and stay top of mind.

STATISTICS
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MARKETING STATISTICS
Did You Know?

-Over ⅓ of potential clients start their search online.
-49% of businesses see their best marketing channel through online leads.
-26% of businesses do not track their leads at all. And many fail to collect
basic but important info like an email address
86% of the time, and 45% of the time, businesses fail to collect a phone number
on an initial call.
-70% of businesses do not have a call to action (CTA) on their website or
embedded in their social media.
-70% of businesses don't use experts for online marketing, but instead use in
house staff or do it themselves, wasting valueable time and money.

STATISTICS
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Lead Generation & Life-Time
Value Of A Client
What can't be measured, can't be changed: Most businesses do not measure the
cost to acquire or the lifetime value of a client. If you utilize a custom CRM or
performance tracking tool, you can improve performance and profitability.

The average inbound Facebook lead (Name, Email, Phone) averages
anywhere from $3-15/lead. What is the lifetime value of that client
worth to your business? Spend $15 for a lead, give them a free
consultation and then represent them for $1500 retainer. You make them
happy, and your client gives you a referral. This $15 lead and a 10minute phone call turned into $3000 for your firm off advertisements
just like these below

INTRODUCTION
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THE PROBLEM WITH
LEAD GENERATION..
It is important to use a custom CRM nurturing process in combination with
detailed tracking and metrics to help you get more bookings

The problem with lead generation as a busy
business owner is that if you lack a well-defined
sales process and have no way to organize followup, people can quickly fall through the cracks,
wasting your marketing dollars.
In todays age, you need to be using a CRM
(Customer-Relations-Management) system that
helps you automate your follow-up procedure and
nurture your new leads through the appointment
booking process, similar to the one we provide!

STATISTICS
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CONVERSION STATS
ON FACEBOOK
The average digital marketing results using Facebook for are:

Average Cost Per Click

$1.32

Average Conversion
Rate

Average Cost Per
Action

4.64%

$28.70

So what does this mean for you? It means it is easily affordable to generate new awareness around your
business and to get prospects channeled, leading to more revenue. Digital marketing is simply cheaper
and more effective than traditional means. Book a free consultation with us below to learn more about how
we can help!

Find out the options we have for your business

BOOK A FREE
STRATEGY CALL

